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Random Alien

The SARPiverse is populated with thousands of various alien species. The commonly-known alien species
are listed on the species list. But there are also members of many unlisted species who roam the planets
of the Kikyo Sector. Members of these unlisted species are simply referred to as “random aliens” as a
category.

For aliens or mutants with a mix of human and animal characteristics, see: Anthro.

For Players

Players are generally advised to create new characters using one of the pre-existing species. However,
there are some cases where you can import a species from another universe or you just want to create
something unique or new.

Making an article for an entire species just to justify one or two characters is unnecessary work and slows
down character approval because character articles cannot be approved until the species is approved.
So, if you're submitting a character that's not categorized into a known species, you can avoid hassle by
simply listing your character's species as a “random alien” and linking to this article. Instead of referring
to a species page, you can simply describe your character's physical description on your character's
article. As long as the alien is reasonable for the SARP setting, it can be approved.

Origins of random aliens are intentionally left vague. Naming the species, or their home planets
and things like that can cause complications, so try to avoid getting too much into where they came
from.

You should probably consult with your plot GM before making a random alien character, as some
organizations and groups might not accept aliens of unfamiliar species. For example, the Star Army of
Yamatai accepts random aliens only on a case-by-case basis (see Star Army Recruiting).

Note: You can always make a species article later if desired.
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Characters of Disused Species

There are some species which are no longer used on Star Army for various reasons, such as author
requests and simple lack of use. If a species is removed from the wiki, and there are still characters left
behind who belonged to that species, those characters will be considered “random aliens” and can still
be played.

List of Random Aliens

# Character Pic Page Occupation Current
Location Plots

1 Adi Pine None

2 Adria Pine None

3 Alice Sursilvan Corporate Ambassador
Draco
Eridanus
System

4 Amaya Deceased PNUgen test subject

5 Ayla Knight Agent Sirris VI
Osman
University:
Something
is a Mist
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# Character Pic Page Occupation Current
Location Plots

6 Azazel Titan Mercenary Contractor

7 Baa'al Baa-ae Black-ra
Zebul Warrior Cadre

8 Bap Suitez Infantry
9 Beathag Hadanish-Isah Chief Engineer
10 Bertenos Miel Exo Trooper
11 Bithut Palmatar Tam Combat Engineer/Sniper

12 Calandri Valtok Star Army Science Specialist YSS Wakaba
Plot

13 Cisarath Kuniva Ib Senior RRF NCO
14 Codra Overseer Sirris VI
15 D3
16 Dalsoot'a Kirrack Sydee Medical Trooper/ Corpsman
17 Delanna Shanis Star Army Starship Captain
18 Dhaval Dhawan Explorer/Settler
19 Duhal Lan’Fir Douall 3rd Lieutenant
20 Gut-stripe De-facto Commander
21 Haepo Crathe Cutter Healer

22 Irchaet Bartender Ternifac

23 Isaak Moltolav Sutuk Field Doctor/Demolitions
Expert

24 J'dompal Gruk'mirr Bartender The Furious
Sound

25 Jannafette Entertainer, Amateur musician
Next page

Notes

Wes created this article on 2018/06/24 12:21. Approval Thread

species
Species Category various
Nanomachines Varies
Symbiotics Varies
Pharmaceuticals Varies
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